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Adams, Frederick B., Jr., Winter, 192
Adler Book Collecting Contest, Autumn, 86–88
A.I.G.A. (American Institute of Graphic Arts), Winter, 301–304
Alberti, Leon Battista, Winter, 217–218, 219
American Institute of Graphic Arts (A.I.G.A.), Winter, 301–304
“American Publishing History at Princeton,” by Patricia H. Marks, Autumn, 9–74
Amuq, Iranian, Spring, 409
Anderson, Bert, Winter, 216
Acquisitions, Spring, 341–345. See also “New and Notable”
Asia, Map of, Spring, 425
Basma, Spring, 431
Bensard, Isaac de, Métamorphose d’Ovide, Autumn, 99, 109
Bentley, Gerald Eades, obituary, Winter, 318–323
Blaw, Willems Jansen, inventor of a printing press, Winter, 209
Book Collecting Contest, Autumn, 86–88
Books for Our Time, by Marshall Lee et al., Winter, 237
Bradley, Will, Winter, 315
Brokaw, R., Miriam, Winter, 199
Burnett, Whit, Autumn, 9–14
Colloquy, Winter, 193, 194, 196
Coptic Gospel of St. Matthew, Spring, 424
Cover Note, Autumn, 162–163; Winter, 331–332; Spring, 431
Durer, Albrecht, Winter, 216
Dwiggins, W.A., Winter, 331–332
“An Exercise in Diplomacy: The Acquisition of George W. Ball’s Papers,” Spring, 341–343
Eusebius, De evangeliæ præparationes, Winter, 230
Fahūbory, Muhammad H., and Karl R. Schaefer, “Cover Note,” Spring, 431
Fellows, William, Winter, 183–190
Folger, Martha, Autumn, 9–14
Fournière le jeune, Winter, 183–184, 184
Friends of the Library, Autumn, 158–161; Winter, 315–330
Friends’ Visiting Fellows, Autumn, 158–159
Frigg, Karl, Marbled Landscape, Autumn, 159
Garrett, Robert, Spring, 420, 421–428
“The Garrett Collection Revisited,” by Don C. Skemer, Spring, 421–428
Goldfield, Mrs. Stephen M., Winter, 316
Goudy, Frederic, Winter, 488, 498
Halpern, Daniel, Winter, 317
Hass, Robert, Winter, 317
Hemingway, Ernest, Autumn, 10, 17–12, 15–16, 24, 33, 37, 38, 39
“Hemingway: A Publisher’s Perspective,” by Charles Scribner 1st, Autumn, 15–23
Henry Holt & Co., Autumn, 74–79
Holden, Arthur Cort, obituary, Winter, 321–325
Hollander, John, Winter, 312
The House of Mirth, by Edith Wharton, Autumn, 47–72
Hull Printing Company, Winter, after 292
Islamic printing (tashk), Spring, 401–419
Johnson, Lyndon B., Spring, 347–360, 357, 339
Kask, Jack, Winter, 319
Kennedy, John F. Spring, 346
Knopf, Alfred A., Winter, 192
Kowicki, Jennifer Lynn, “The World I Have Never Seen,” Autumn, 86–88
Lahiri, General C.T., Autumn, 39
Lee, Marshall, Winter, 217
Library Notes, Autumn, 86–88; Winter, 310–314; Spring, 421–428
Lilly, J. Spring, 409, 417–18
Ludwig, Richard M., Winter, 315, 317
Mano, Thomas, Autumn, 113
Map of Asia, 1866, Spring, 405
Marbled Landscape, by Karl Friggs, Autumn, 172
Marshall, Louise Scheide, Winter, 316
Matthew, Gospel of, Spring, 424, 425
Milberg, Leonard L., Winter, 314, 317
Milberg, Mrs. Leonard L., Winter, 317
Monnet, Jean, Spring, 346
Morgan, Josephine Perry, Spring, 371–399; photographs of, Spring, 370, 373, 380, 391, 395, 396, 397, 398
Morgan, Junius Spencer, Spring, 371–399; photographs of, Spring, 380, 381, 384, 386, 392, 396
Morgan, Sarah Spencer, Spring, 392
Morris, William, Winter, 221–231
Moxon, Joseph, Winter, 209–211; illustrations from Mechanic Exercit, Winter, 209
Mursi, Masrani, “Square Face,” Autumn, 135
New and Notable, Autumn, 89–158; Spring, 493–499
Numismatics, Autumn, 89–90; Spring, 499–499
Ovid, Autumn, 99, 100

_The Papers of Thomas Jefferson_, Winter, 197-200, 199
Parker, Ann, _Itinerant Images of Guatemala_, Autumn, 109, 110
Poetry, contemporary American, Winter, 310-314

"The Posthumous Hemingway Puzzle," by Rose Marie Burwell, Autumn, 25-45
Praxinoscope 3D theater, Autumn, 129
"The Public Affairs Leadership of George W. Ball," by Fred I. Greenstein, Spring, 344-345
Publishing history, Autumn, 9-14

Qur'an, Spring, 410

Raynaud, Émile, Autumn, 129
Rice, Elmer, Autumn, 123
Robertson, Mrs. David A., Jr., Winter, 116
Roche, Thomas P., Jr., "Gerald Eades Bentley, 1901-1934," Winter, 318-321
Rolls, Dale, "From Will Bradley to P.J. Conkwright: Twentieth-Century Typography in the Princeton Graphic Arts Collection," Winter, 305-309
Rusk, Dean, Spring, 397
Russin, John, page from "Geological Journal," Winter, 124
Rutgers University Press, Autumn, 88-89

Schafer, Karl R., "The Scheide Targhum," Spring, 411-419
Schafer, Karl R., and Mohammad H. Fagáldary, "Cover Note," Spring, 411
Scheide, William H., Winter, 315, 316
Scheide, Mrs. William H., Winter, 316
"The Scheide Targhum," by Karl R. Schafer, Spring, 411-419
Scribner, Charles, Jr., "Ernest Hemingway: A Publisher's Assessment," Autumn, 18-22

Scribner, Charles, Jr., "Hemingway: A Publisher's Perspective," 15-23
Scribner Bookstore, Autumn, 17
Sloane, William, Autumn, 12-13, 73-85, 83
"Small Wonders: Greek Fractional Silver Coinage," by Brooks Levy, Spring, 428-439
Smith, Datus C., Jr., Winter, 119
Smith, Datus C., Jr., and Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., "Some Personal Recollections of 'P.J.,'" Winter, 175-182
"Some Personal Recollections of 'P.J.,'" by Datus C. Smith, Jr., and Herbert S. Bailey, Jr., Winter, 175-182
The Stonehour Press, Winter, after 228
St. Matthew, Coptic Gospel of, Spring, 427
Stoneham, William P., Winter, 396

_Story Magazine_, Autumn, 9-14, 9

Tarsheh (Islamic printing), Spring, 400, 401-410
_Teen Topics_, masthead design, Winter, 307
"Typo and Times," by P.J. Conkwright, Winter, 254-258
Typography, Winter, 175-309

Updike, Irving, Winter, 199

Van Zandt, Helen, Winter, 177-178, 178
Vietnam War, Spring, 341-369
Vitruvius, Winter, 212-217, 219

Weiss, Theodore and Renée, Winter, 373
Wenzell, A.B., Illustrator, Autumn, 65, 93, 69, 62, 66
Wharton, Edith, Autumn, 12, 47-72
"William Sloane and the Art of Editing," by Ellen D. Gilbert, Autumn, 72-85

Zuni Pueblo, man from, Autumn, 141